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In 1972, the University of Southern California Sthool
of pngineering.established a 4-channel interactive instructional
television network. It was designed to allow employees of
participating industries to take regular university science and
engineering courses and special continuing education courses'at or
near their work locations. Final progress reports.of two,National
Science Foundation (NSF) grants which built upon this program are
provided in this document. Through NSF funding, semi-public
- television classroonis wereiget up in two industrial pargsallowing
employees from many different small and medium sized companies to
- pursue part-time deg4e and continuing education programs. As part of
the overall program, (1) special continuing education courses were
.developed; (2) Other courses from other sources iepresenting a broad
range of.topict were presented.; (3) students were able to earn a
certificate of Master's degree equivalency rn engineeling;g(4)
opportunities were provided for company personnel to preview
videotaped courses from other sourcks which they might use in company
training; (5) criteria for evaluating non-university video courses
swert developed; and (6) efforts to promote ihe use of this program in
particular?and video courses in generl were made. (DC)
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BACKGROUND

In 1972, theqJSC School.of Engineering established a 4-channel
interactive instructional television network.
It was designed,
to make it easier for students to.pursUe graduate degrees in
engineering on a part-time basis without having extensively to
commute over crowded freeways.
In l972, when the system began operations, it was rather novel.
The only comparable systems were the Genesys Network in Florida;
Vhe. Tager Network in Texas and the then newly established Stanford Instructional Television Network. Today, there are about

a dozen such systems operated by engineering schools around the,
country, including those at the University of Michigan, Univer-f
sity of WisCOnsin, University of Maryland, University Of Cali-

fornia at Irvine, 'University of California at Berkeley; Georgia
Tech and the, University of South Carolina.

These networks all
use, at least in part, the ITFS band of frequencies, with
capacities ranging from one to four channels.. They all,Iprovide

opportunity for live interaction using either FM radio or telephone!

401'

There is another group of schools of engineering that use teievisioR technology to deliver education directly to industry,- '
but by the physical delivery of videotapes of courses rather
than by live broadcasts.
Interaction is by delayed telephone
.office hours or by use of resident inplant tutors: "Most notable

among the tape delivery networks are MIT and Colorado State,
University.
The basic motivation for all these systems is too serve the
part-time industry student working for a Magter'S degree.
,

.

,,

t.

.

'
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However, the networks are also powerful vehicles for the
delivery of continuing education, to industry employees.k
By making educktion more/ conveniently available, more emplOyees
are inclined to become involved in continuing education activities.
This is particularly.trtie for smaller. comnanies that do snot have
intensive.training programs of their own:
,

The essence of this NSF supported project has been to use the
USC Instructional Television NetWork in various innovative
ways to demonstrate how both live broadcast systems and tape
delivery %systems can be u§ed to increase the number of industry
employees participating in continuing education. Various
approaches were proposed that were not being pursued by other
existing networks at the'tdme.
The project was made up 'of a' nuin er of smaller tasks whose

goal was to. demonstrate how,tele ision technology, whether
live broadcast or tape delivery, could significantly increase

continuing education activity among tli.enation's working'

engineers./
The purpose of each task, the problem addressed, the meth ds
used pit the conclusion or recommendation - for further work
1
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GIONAL TELEVISION CLASSROOMS IN INDUSTRIAL PARKS

II.

schools

All tb,@ live' broadcast networks operated by

4

of engUieering-

require that,a company wishing to participate install'its own
inplant television receiving, classrooms.

This requires that

company management provide, trpm one to lollrdedicated rooms

(de*Iding on the number of ,chadnels Over which different courses
are Simultaneously aired) and expend from $2,000 to-$15,000.
I

for equipment (depending On'the number of channels and the
naitre of the talkbadk systeM).' This is a major financial.
ommitment,. particularly for 'a smaller company, and\has always.

resented an obstacle to recruiting a company into a university
instructional, television network.
Anot er obstacle is that although.hearly all companj.es recognize
the

dvantages of having thousands of'hours a year of advanced

'coati uing education, material conveniently flowing into the

.

plant, many mtnagers will,not make the decision,to join a live
netwo k beIcaus

they fear that the program will be tem sliccess-,

ful a d °course-fee reimbursement co sts will get Out of hand.
.

In the case, also, °where the school involved is a private university,
like 'USC, With a high tuition, management fears that because of

the convenience of televised courses, employees currently attending
lOwer cost state schools will wanti:to switch to the television
'network%

.-Another obstacle is that since/courses are broadcas

both throughout

the .day and into the evenini:management is cone
ed about employees
taking,time off during the day to attend classes - even though time'
lost is minimal because no commuting is involved.
Still. another
.

obstacle is_that company trainin g staffs sometimes feel threatened
,

by

'the great.Volumisild diversity of prdgeaMming offered by) these

itelevisidn networks and resist its'adolo tion by their company.
o

3'

Despite all that these television networks have to offer in
a;;cost effect way, because of all these,obstacles, recruiting'
companies into a network is a slow proces's that requires much
cultivation' and'persistance.

It was therefore proposed under

this grant to try to speed the penetration of the network into

the industrial dommunityby setting up semipublic television/
classrooms in the midst of two large industrial parks in the
Los Angeles area.
In this way,' employees would be able to
5

partake of the.network's programs without a commitment°to
establish inhopse facilities by their own management.

It was

postul ated that such classrdbms would benefit mainly employees,

of small
companies in the park that would probably never join
7
,

n44,

the network-,because ofdrthe,costs of space and equipment.
It was also' -postulated that this exiltriment would also indicate

whether such a facility codld eventually play a larger role as
0

an industrial parlearmping center.

Such a learning center

might provide d diversity of advanced continuing education
program4 received live from a campus and augmented by videotaped
courses.
Employe6s in the park could conveniently partake of
.

-

the center's offerings 15y,travellIng a'mile or so rather than
\

having to commute

throughout a dispersed urban area.

Two industrial park regional classrooms were established under.
.

this grant.

The plan was to use NSF funds topurchaae the
receiving equipment and initially to pay for the lease cost
of the space mijith the hope that the claSsrooinscould lAcome.,
self supporting in a few years. The criterion chosen for self

4

support,- incidentally, was that basic university tuition was
not to be counted in the income from the industrial park class-

room - only the addAonal'fees that were charged for the

-

_specific convenient services provided.
,

e

s
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'One classroom was located near the Los,Anvles International
Airport, 17 miles from USC, and the other in the San Fernando

Valley, 30 miles from the campus. Each ,facility has 4 classrooms
and live talkback,by,FM radio. They have been operated on an
,unattended basis with university personnel present only during
course registration times.

Registered students are given keys
so that they wouldibe able to enter at anytime.
Both facilities
are served'
Network courier who delivers:class materials.
and picks up homework on a daily basis.

The two industrial park facilities have been eminently successful.
They have indeed attracted Students from companies that have
not directly joined the Instructional Television Network.
There are Presently 26 companies in'the basic network. However,
employees 'from more than an additidnal 100.companies lave taken
courses at the industrial park television classrooms. In many
cases, these employees compiain'that their own companies haveA'

not madethe decision to install inplant.facilities.
,

The industrial park classroom facilities have', as hoped, become
self supporting. Special fees paid by more than the 200:st5Aents
a year usingthe centers cover the' considerable lease costs bf
cre

the commercial space being used.

,
.

.

t

This experifient leads. one to include that the oongepi of'an,
industrial_ park learning center,'operated 'by a uniVersatyor

.even a proprj.etary commercial organization and providing diverse

educational services tb companies in the area.is indeed viable.

The center could be Served either byrive broadcasts from a'
university or 'other live distribution vehicle for contipuing

education materials, by libraries of videotapes, by live
instructors, by computer terminals or by' any combination of
these services. The center'could subStitnte for the training
function of bcompanies in'the park too small to afford' their own
training staZf. The closet .known parallel to the USC industrial'

parkcenters are Control Data Corporation's centers using Plato
m
'terminals that have only, repently,beOlrestablished.
O

III. MOTIVATING'INDOSTRY EMPLOYEES TO PARTICIPATE IN CONTINUING
EDUCATION VIAINSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION

The -USC Indtructional'Telvision Network, like those of most-of
the other engineering schbols Operating similar systems, were
created p)imarily:to facilitate the education of part-time
students in industry seeking graduate degrees. A side benefit
,

,

..

, for companies joining the Network is that its employees are
permitted to take the 'dentical courses.for non-credit continuing
education puzpodes,
sl ally at lower 'fees.
4,
.
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Since graduate university courses are generally fairly thebretical,
there is always some resistance. to taking them on the'part of
industry personnel who are riot,seeking a dea'ree
They generally
prefer more design-oriented, job-related courses. yhile they
.

...

.,

Will take more theoretical courses if they need them for a degree,
they are less tolerant of theory it the touise is simply for
non-credit continuing education pruposes.
.

.

To satisfy the needs of both the university and industry, it
would be advantageous to develop some courses for use over.
television that are more design oriented and Practi41 bUt that
P

still fulfill the requiiements of academic rigor.

Such courses

could simtltaneously be, used for both degree and, continuing
education purposes.
\-.

.
,-

owards thii eRd, a'numbei of courses were developed under this
o
.grantin the electrical engineering and mechanical engineering.
areas.. Dedign-oriented courses in such areas as radar systems,
sonar, television systems, energy conservation and integrated
circuits in electrical engineering and combustion, power,

propulsion and fire hizarde in mechanical engineering were
develOped for use over the terevision network.
As mentioned,

.

.

although these courses served the needs of degree- oriented'
students, they attracted good' enrollments at the same time
from employees inter ested in work related materialin-these
4

fields.

I -*
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Another plan to interest more industry employees in- taking`

courses.over the television network involved the concept of
using television for the testing'Of Master's degree equivalency.

It was realized that there are many industry Tployees who do
not have Master's degrees but who, by virtue of extensive
work experience, have equivalent prepararedness and profiCiency.
SOMQ may not even have B$ degrees so that it would _be impossible
for them to obtain a Master's degree even.if they wanted to__,
expend the effort to achieve one'.

The plan was to allow those industry eMploybes who felt that
. had achieved a level of technical knowledge.equivalent to,the

.

)

_

average Master's degree graduate of today to be testec1by the
JSC SChool.of Engineering.
If'theyipassed the required .tests,

/

'

the School would issue them a letter stating that by its current
standards, the person was equivalent in'inowledge to a current

Mastersdegree graduate.
The television, network would play the following role, in this

scheme.. Iftdustry employees enrolled in thls program would
.simply audit the courses coming into their companies over

television that are required for, say, the Master's degree A
electrical engineering to become familiar with the range of
material on they would be tested. They would then tarrthe
final examinations in theSe required courses whenever :they
felt ready.,

If they passed.all the required courses, with' they

required grade point average, they would be deemed to be
1

equivalent to a Master's degree candidate and would be given
an equivalency certificate.
The program was widely publicized amdrig the companies in the
USC Tel' evision Network.

and,started -Mae program.

to the end.

interest
nterest

A lumber of employees

However, only one employee

ersisted

This persod did not have a B.S. degree but had

achieved considerable technical reponsibility.in this company.
He audited his courses over television and took fiZai examinations
in eight- reqUired courses.

He" was issued a certificate and. has

since used it.in4throving his professional standing, within the
industry'.

*

4G,
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USE OF INSTRUCTIONAIATELEVISION NETWORK AS, CONTINUING
EDUCATION DISTRIBUTION VEHICLE FOR. VIDEOTAPED COURSES
.

.

.

USC's Instructional Television NetworXwaA:originally'established
tcPmake it easier for 'engineering students to ear a degree on 'a
,

part-time basis.

Howeve4, it was sdou recognized thgt'the Network
was alS6 a powerful tool-for the delivery of continuing education,

"Initially, specialntinuing education courses were presented by
live instructors over the network.

Also, some of the credit courses
-weremodified to be more design oriented So that the same.course
-

be taken 'b6th by a student working tor a degree and an'
employee interested in continuing education for increased proficiency
on the job.
.

.

It -vms soon realized that the Instructional Televisidn Network
was not unlike a commercial television station-in that it could.

be.used for local distiibution of material from other sources (on,
videotape). Therefore, as part of tW.s prqject, videotaped courses
suitable for continuing engineering education were obtained from
other universities and other types of'orgagizatians and televised
or."distributed" to industry in. the,Los Angeles area via the
broadcast network.
Material has been used from roughly 15 other organizatidns.
In many-.cases, a mutually beneficial arrangement` has been

developed wherebya portion of the tuition collected is returned
to the organization supplying the videotaped bourses.
In other
cases, USC in. turn -has provided- courses to other organizations

that have live broadcast system's.

USC originated this arrangement and still is today the largest
uber of the-taped courses from other oTganizations_in its broadcast
network.

This type of inter-university cooperation has since
expanded with the formation a few years ago of AMCEE - a consortium
of uniyersities.that use- television (either live'or tape delivery)
for continuing education. AMCEE stands for Association of Media
Based Continuing Education for Engineers.
8
-3'

11-

V.

INCREASING INDUSTRY,AWARENESS OF VIDEOTAPED CONTINUTAG

EDUCATION MATERIALS

Although there has been some imArOvement'in:the'situation in
'the last.two years, when ,this. project first began,- idtUstry

was generally poorly informed about the great wealth of
Conticuing eddcatior materials beginning -to become available
171

on Videotape and, consequently was been4illaking little use of

this opportunity fOr the continuing education of its 'nginipers:

One of the major goals of this project has been to develop
0

'innovative waysof iniproying industry awaieness .of the existence

,

of thesa materials and for motivating-companies-to use thed,
9

rt was recognized that the use of videotaped courses is not a.2

easily promulgated as printed materials bedause they are not

easy'to,"browse" thrbugh,-generallFinvtIve a dqst even to

't

preview and require AreparationS (setting up equipment) to
demonstrate.
Sinde.the USC Instructional Teleisision Network
was a convenient communication link to the7training staffs 'Of

many of the major comfanies in the.Los Angeles area, it was

lelt,that.its use to preyiew videotaped bourses might be a
.

useful concept'.

.

.

Therefore, under. this grant, an experimental-

preview

initiated.

.-

USC obtainedthefirst tape

ap-number of videotaped courses from universities and other
sources, from around the country and,broadcast these tapes at
a spedified hour eabh week for. the benefit of training staffs,
and other interested parties in 'the companies served ty-the.
network.

The previews were Convenient for companies'to watch

/they simply turned onrAheir,set's at the specified time-.

They were told that if-they wanted to buy or lease aecourse,
USC would place them-in touch with the vendor.

On the 'other

hand, if-a sufficient number of companieb were interested in
the course, USC would, obtain itand broadcast it over the-,,air.'

Over the,lite of the grant,248 course1rom 9 organizations,
were previewed over the air. Many of the companies watched
these previews and reported back their reactions ands desires
to USC.

1 ,

-

.97

12

9

It i& believed that this concept - use of a broadeast system
Ito preview videotaped courses - is an efficient and effective
,way to promote the use of videotaped 'courses Jor the continuing

eddtation of engineers.

If the concept could be expanded in

scale, for example, by use of satellites, to reach a number
of distribution systems, previews,could be made available
1

simultaneously to thousands of companies,

AMCEE, a consortium

of 21 universities using television for the delivery of
continuing education of engineers, has since adopted this
idea 'and included it as partof a larger proposal to HEW for

asatellite distribution network.
tsr,

'Another approach to increasing the awareness of industry of
videotaped continuing' education materials involved visiting

co panies with sample tapes, trying to interest them in viewing
th: m and ultimately in leasing or purchasing the entire course
for inhouse use Since it was discovered that many companies

,
.

.

.

0

did not even own a videbtape player, several unitelvere purchased,
.
,

under the grant and loaned to companies together with sample
tapes to show to their engineers.

This arrangement.was

.

,

particularly important for small to Medium sized companies
that had never invested in video equipment.

These visitations and loans of equipment have helped improve
industry awareness and acceptance of the value of videotaped
Courses for clmtinuing education.

A 'number of'courses have

been leased ot sold and this mode'Of educat'ionjis being more

and more accepted as instructionally effective akwell-as cost
effective.

4'
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VI.

G

,

DEVELOPMENT OF EVALUATIOg' CRITERIA FOR VIDEOTAPED COURSES,

As more and more companies usie videotaped courses from universities

.and other organizations for thecontinuing education of its

o.

engineerS, there is a growing need for some means by which to
prejudge the appropriateness and effectiveness of these:courseS.
It is not convenient for industry to preview videTtaped courses;

previews generally involve some cost to procure and require
40.

preparations. to set up and to show to interested engineers.
4%

The recent experience of AMCEE (Association,,for Media-Based

Continuing Education for Engineers) indicates that companies

T

leasing its taped courses are often deeply disappointed because

the courses they ordered were not snfUciently eloselY addressed
to their specific needs or Were poor in technical recording,
quality.

'4,
.

As part of this grant, it was decided to try to develop a set

\\

of evaluation criteria that would be useful to industry which
would be based,on the reactions of employees in the USC
Instructional Television Network to certain courses offered
over the Network.

Emplbyee reactions relati4 to certain criteria

would be compiled from which ratings would be developed that could
be made available to any company interested in leasing orpurchasing theicourAs Involved.

,

Since company employees in

the companies in tt*USC Network are representive of ei9ioyees
in similarAndustries elsewhere, it was felt that a rating scheme
derived from their reactions would have a universal relevance.

This rating ,process was carried.out for.58videotaped courses
4

from 15different organizations that were leased by USC and
broadcast over the Instructional Television Network to its client
'companies:

These ratings were. offered to any interested party.

Although few requests Were received for the ratings, it is nevertheless
believed that this type of information is needed and that suchla
program, if mounted( on a larger scale and better publicized, could
serve a useful function.
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I.

OBJECTIVE OF GRANTS'

This final report summarizes progress on twogrants. Since the second
grant was an expanion of-the first, and was by way of a renewal, the
principal investigator was advised by his contract monitor at the time to
submit a single final report at the termination of the second grant., on the

entire project.
4

The first grant, entitled Continuing Education by Interactive Instructional Television was awarded July 15, 1972 and ran for two years. The
,award amount was $99;525. The follow-on grant, entitled, Dissemination of

Continuing Education by television &livery Systems for 576,620 was
awarded on July -1, 1976 and ran until January 1, 1979.

In 1971, the USC School of Engineering received an $825,500

grant from

the Olin Foundation to develop and construct an interactive instructional
41/,

television system to serve the part-time degree, continuing educatiodiand.
retraining needs of the extensive Los Angeles industrial and governmehtal
ccamunity. The system began operation in ,Sertember 1972, broadcasting over
4four ITFS channels, with initial course offerings in engineering, computer,
sciences and mathematics.

With this excellent vehicle for the delivery of continuing education,
one of the first university ITFS systems serving industry in the nation,
.proposals were subtitted to the National Science Foundation for grants to

explore

innovative uses of the system. %F support was not requested for

basic operating costs of the network but, rather, for.certain unique,
experimental applications not being pursued by the other similar systems
4

-

in use at the time.
%
-

In the intervening years, a considerable number of such ITFS networks

came into being at universitites throughout .the_nation:

- i

17

e r*

The goals of the two NSF grants were:

1.

Establishment of Inclustrial,Park Television Classrooms

To establish regional televisionclassrooMS in,two
large industrial parks in the Los Angeles area to make available
part-time-degree and continuing education opportunities to
employees of small and medium Sized companies that might not
be able to affo rd the equipment and space needed to establish
inhouse television receiving classrooms.
4

4*

Development of Instructional. Television Network as an Effec-.

tive Means for Continuing Education of Industry Employee

Development of special o6urtes aimed at the continuing education of industry employees as well as the use of the Television
Network as an effective distribution vehicle fof:the best con-

W

timing education materials available from.sources throughout the`
0.-

..

..,,,,

.

.

.
.

A *cbttry.

.

,

..

I
',"e

3.

DTerimental Masters Equivalency,Certification Program over

'television

To develop a program over television for Masters degree

.4

equivalency certification for industry employees who may not have
undergraduate degrees but who might be able to perform well in a
-Master's program in engineerIng in competition with regular stu-

.

;

dents.

4.

Promotion of Use of Video Tapes for Continuing Education

1

To develop means for increasing industry awareness of the

imowing libraries of videotaped courses that'are suitable for the
continuing education of engineers.' This goal would be accomplished
by two techniques:

err

2

/

a.

A tape preview program was.to be developed for broadcast

Over.the USC Television Network. Previews of videotaped courses
suitaile for

onfirming education okf.industry employees would

c=442

be obtained fram sources throughout the country and would be
broadcast to interested parties in the companies tied into the
USC Network.
b.

A liaison person would be hired who would visit com-

panies in the industrial parks where.the USC regional television
classrooms were located to interest training officers in trying
'videotapes for the continuing educationfof their employees. As

palt of this plan, the liaison person would also loan video tape
players to these companies to indoctrinate them in this approach
to continuing education.

5.

Evaluation Program for Videotaped Courses for Continuing Education

An evaluation program fOr videotaped courses was to be

S

developed based on reactions to some of these courses provided to
local industry and the results were to be made available to other
-potential users around the'country.

The results obtained in these specific efforts are documented in the
following pages.

4,

BACKGROUND

THE USC INTERACTIVE INSTRUCTIONALTE12VISION NETWORK
)

In 1972, with a major grant from the Olin Foundation, USC's School of
Engineering established a four - channel instructional television broadcast

system with talk back to bring regular university science and engineering

F

courses, as Well as special continuing education courses on a broader range
of'topics, to employees in the greater Los Angeles,areaxat or near their
work locations. The system, operating on Instructional Television -- Fixed

Service (IyS) frequencies (2500-2690 MHz), transmits approximately-100
regular upper division and graduate courses and 50 special continuing education courses a year to students located within approximately a 30 -mile
radius from transmitters located in the. Hollywood Hills. Remote students,

communicate with the instructor( on campus both by FM radio or telephone and

a daily courier service delivers
e

d kicks up class materials

Such private television broadcast systems have been used by universities'
to reach employees in industry for sane years. There are presently 15 netmorks
of varying capacity in different regions of the country linking universities
'tto their local industrial conalnities.

k
The CSC Instructional Television Network provides five thousand hours
a year of educational programming of benefit to business and industry
transmitted directly to company premises--eliminating for employees the
Wasted time, effort and expense of commuting to classes over crowded free,

ways. For small companies, the program can serve in place of an inhouse training

prograil; for larger companies, it can supplement and. provide added diver/

.

sity to inhouse programs.
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The Television Network is designed to meat two needs:
.

1)
I

1

For high technology industry, it proiides regular, USC engineering

4

Mathematics gnd computer science courses for either degree credit or noncr e4.1t
critinuing ilucation. It also televises.seminars on rapialy changing technolo,

g:cal develooments uresented by visitineaUthorities from universities and
.

industrial organizations throughout the world.
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For all business and industry, the system provides short continuing

edUcation courses and special seminars on science, technology, business,

management and personal development topics. They are broadcast mainly during
the noon hour and are aimed at a broad range 'of company' employees -from

4

secretaries and technicians to engineers and managers. These courses are
both live and on videotape. Many of the videotaped Courses are obtained
from a consortium of other universities involved in cohtiniAng education
by television. Previews of educational tapes available from a variety of
sources are also occasionally televised for the benefit of industry.training
staffs. Some reeling for the nature of this type of programming is provided
by some typical recentfevents:
--A live lecture series on Contemporary' Issues in -World EconCeics

presented by 20 noted authorities brought to the campus from around
the world.

Videotaped short courses on Getting started in Microprocessor
System Design supplied by the.Stanford.Instructional Television

...

.4.
Network and Digital SignIProcessing frail MIT.
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Alive one-hour seminar on Wind Effects on Buildings by a distin-'
%

guished civil enigneering professor tram an eastern universiy.""

A

seminar series It's Your Busines:3--a Program for Company Management

Sponsored by USC's Center for the Study.df Private Enterprise.

--A Women's Financial Management seminar series
b

,

,

--Programming courses on FORTRAN, BASIC aqd PASCAL'

.
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Part-time students in industry may take regdar televised University
courses for graduate degree credit. Others may take the same courses at
lower fees as auditors or as non-degree students who receive-a I grade but are

not foirally enrolled in a degree program..The.later, if they are subsequently
0

accepted for a degree program,` can use a certain

.

r of non-degA0e units

fir degree credit upon retroactive payment of tuition, differentials.

cours

are,' being broadcast presently to

2g

locations throughout the

reate' tos'Angeles area with approximately 2000 television registrations
.year in re;-.dar CSC courses with an additional 3000 in continuing education
coti:rses.
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Coinpanies

the US

instru

sIon netwZc pay. a monthly

participation fee thatliepenas on

4N0,u

being served bythe televition'system.

receiving

nt level at the iacilty

ompany also purchases ne.cpssary0,

equipment or, leases it

from -the University.

a parabolic dish, a downconverter,. a t

and telvision sets. Most of the cost

.

'Equipment includes

back transMitter,.microphones
f the company installation is in

the talkbacktransmitter..However, recently, telephone talkback uSinav
automatic dialers has been introduced into the system as a lower cost option.
0

Since different courses are broadcast over the-four channels', a company.
installs from one to four receving classrooms depending on the bumberof
.

.

channels it wishes simultaneously to receive -= although a single classrod6

can be switched to any of the fo4.channels:

.University operating costs for the system are covered bithe company
participation fees and also by a television surcharge on each course taken
by a degree stdderil. This surcharge is'roughly equal 0 what the average

student saves in travel expenses by not haing to commute to campus; Additional income is derived froin auditors who pay about one fifth of reg14lar
tuition, from non-degree students who pay about one half oE regular tuition
0

and from enrollments in continuing education courses.

University tuition paid by regular studentstakik courses by television,
is not credited towards television network incoTe,The system is rfow self
supporting based, solely on fees paid for the special services it renders.

Appendices A through F

summarize the operation of the Network today.
Appendix A is a brochure describing the system. Appendix B lists regttlar.
USC courses broadcast during a typical recent semester. Appendix C01 lists
continuing,education courses broadcast during the same semester. Appendix D
.

lits companies. in the TV Network. Appendix E litts Participation fees
and student fees charges industry for use Of the,Network. 'Appendix F
snows the c-rowth in grollaent over the years.
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-III.

ESTABLISHRF OF INDUblHIAL PARK REGIONAL TELEVISION CLASS

MS

4".

-

'Large industrfal patks, with

cores of companies clustered cloSe

together,..ai'e gr)wing in number,` primarily in suburban areas.

Such

Clusters provide new opportunities for delivery of continuing education
by universities to industry.
.

.

.

When the USC Instructional Network was first established in 172,
it was.expecteoithat many of the major companies in the Los Arigeles
,area would join the Network and'that has occurred.

However, because

the44 are literally thousands of companies in the area many' of them
small and located in industrial parks,
s.
..
.

it was proposed under this

grant to esIablish regional television classrooms in two representative
1

101

industrial parks -to speed.penetration of the Network tAughout the

industrial community of Los Angeles.

Some of these companies are too

small to be able to afford the participation fee and the space.required
to set up their own television-.1assrocms for their employees. , These
16
411

regional classrooms offer their employees the opportunity to travel
one or two miles to take classes rather than tens of miles to the.
,

,

campus.,
4

Two regional classrooms were set up in space leased bkthe University
under this grant.

The first, established in 1972, is in the International
A Center near the Los Angeles International Airport, 17 miles from USC.
This facility is still functioning today and is quite successful
with a large number of students.

The second regional classroom was
'established in 1974 in the Warner Center in the San Fernanco
30 miles from USC-, to serve companies in that area.

114

This classroom

was also quite successful but ha&to be abandoned in 1979 because of
problems with the lease. It has since been re-established at a church,
a few miles away frdm the original site.

.

The church lobation/i4
%,

actually an efficient arrangement since Sunday schOol classrooms that
are unused during the week are being leased at a coot far less than
for commercial space.

CP
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Both regional classrooms have 4 classrooms, one fOr each ITT'S channel

assigned.to the University.

They, alsO haVb FM talkback systems linking'them

to the camps and are served by a dally!cOurier service that delivers
class materials and picks up homework.

A photograph'of the classroom in

.E1 Segundo, is provided as Appendix G..
4

Advertising the services offered by the television network to the
regiohal

aksrooms has not been as easy as with inplant facilities.

With

the latter, participetting companies, by iristalltng clasSrooms, have madd

-a full cannitmnt to the insiructional television program and widely

publicize lts offerings' to theiemployees.

For regional classrooms,:

publicity is by direct mail and word of mouth.

Nevertheless, the

visibility'of the regional classrdOms has grown steadily over the years
of this grant and with' it enrollments.
N.
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Most of the students attending the regional classrooms cane from
compapies in the immediate vicinity but sometimes, iri the case of

evening or early morr4g classes, employees living in the,area 'attend
4

classes

on their way o work.

Many remonstrate with their companies

for not, having inpiant facilities and appreciate having a convenient"

place nearby.where they can take courses either for credit or for
continuing education.

I)

The regional classrooms operate unattended.

A personwis present

during the first week` of classes to registier,4tudentS and to issue
keys,

After that the facility is visited only by the courier delivering

materials and occasionally by a TV technician who checks out the'
equipment.

Although there are 26 companies in the USC Television Network'
that have made the deoision to allocate inplant' space for television
classrooths, employees from more than 100 additional companies

have attended the two regional classrooms in El Segundo

e

and Woodland Hill,Ithereby making the, USC system the most

-

8

e,

24:

upervasivevITV.network in the Country. ,Mbre than 400 studeqts a year.
take courses at these twn facilities.

k

1

of` the companies representdd by students, who have attended

the El Segundo Regional Classroom are:
4.

Magnavox Research Labs
TRW Systems
Xerox Data Sysieth
Rockwell International
Space Applications
International Rectifier
Agababian ASsociates
Comsat Corporation.
Warns Inc.-

Logicon
.

-4

Del liar 'Engineering
AIL Information Systems te;

Hughes - SpaceSystem Division
U. S: Air Force - Spgbe and Missile
.
,Systems Organization
Fluor Corporatiori
Fairchild - Stratos Division,
Mobil Oil
Bayley Martih Inc.

COmputax Corporation
Northrop Corporation
Honeywell
St to of California - Division of Oil: and Gas
-Marquart Aviation Corporation
Western Airlines
Wangco, Inc.
WPL Cbnsultants
Aerospace Corp.
.

gain Co.'

r

Burton Electric
GOodyear
K-Lin Specialties
Texaco
Western Airlines

4

.

Long Beach Naval Shipyar d'
IBM
Consolidatesi Controls
Singer I4Orinamentation

Chevron Research
Motorola,
City of Inglewood
Atlantic Richfield
Airesearch.Corp.
Purer
A. F. Millron Co.

-

9

-
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GriotAsociates
Lackin Optical
Computer Science Corp.
Electronic Memories
Ampex
1Jniversity Computing
Information International
UTE Data Services

V

.

.

Martill.Mnrietta,

Flying Tiger Airlines
Computer, Transmission Corp.
U. S. Geodcsic Survey
Continental Airlines
AirbRrne Instruments Lab

0

Chevron USA
WEM Inc.
Advanced TelecomMunications
Boeing Computer Services
Imperial Technology
,
.

fo

Thums Inc.

Some ot the' companies represented by attendance at the Woodland Hills
facility are:

Litton Industries.- Guidance and Control Division
Weston Hydraulics
A.:A. Mathews Inc.
Hughes - Missile Systems Division
Pertec Corporation
Radiant Energy Systems
Electron CoFporation
Electronic Arrays,
r
Rockwell International - RocketcTyne Division
U. S. Naval Weapons Systems Englheering Station
Bendix Corporation
Singes Librascope
Controlmation
Crane Corporation -HydroAire Division a
agroughs Corporation - Westlake Divisioh
A. Smith Corporation
0
Hirsch and Associates
Bunker Ran
Dynamic Sciences
Dept: of Water andPower
Ralph M. Parsons CO.
Terminal Data Co.
. Aeroproducts
' Macrodata.
..Perceptronics
EMM Co.'
Truesdale Labs
P. L. Porter Co.
.
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.Kraft Foods
.Lexitron
.Firebilt Corp.
Lockheed
.Synergex
.

.

Future.Titanium
Data Products
Informatics
Electronic Memories
.JTM.R. Instruments
rytlkoaire
.Electronic Arrays

.

.

.

a

.Fischbxcie and Moore
.King Nutronics Co.
.Conipata

-

It should b e emphasizedthat NSF funds paid for. the television
'receiving equipment fqr these classrooms and initially for the`
A

costs.of leasing the commercial space during the period of the

grant.'

However, ,as predicted in the original` proposal, th

classrooms:have now bedome fully self-supporting of lease costs
.from Ispecial,fees paid by attending students.

Thus, it has 'been

demonstrates that'studenti are willing to pay enough for the
convenience afforded by these regional facilities to cover not
only University tuition but-also the- cost-.^-of leasing the spac.e

for the regional classrooms.

Thus, it can be said that this

4111.

phase of the projept ,has been a complete success.

It has been

demonstrated thatestablishing regional classFooms in
'induStri40.1 parks is an effebtive means of prolviding education
via television-to working engineers and that such a project
can be made self supporting:

A photograph'of the El Segundo'Regional classroom is shown
in Appendix G.
0
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USE OF TELEVISION SYSTEM FOR CON INUING EDUCATION
AND ITS ROLE AS A DI6TRIBUTION NETWORK

IV.

.

Another goal of the NSF grant has beerp to deyelop special courses

designed to interest practicing engineers in becoming more involved in

continuing education to avoid technical obSolescence. By providing
interesting, timely and more practically oriented (design) courses,
and by using television to make them conveniently available, it is
hoped to Overcome some of the psychological barriers that-prevent

some engineers, particularly older ones, from carrying'on a regular
regimen pf continuing education.

Design-oriented course sequences in

Computer Aided Mechanical-Esign and Combustion Technology were
developed for presentation over television.

The series included such

courses .as:

ME 050 PrinCiples of Mechanical Design.,

ME 060 PrinCiples of,Chemistry and ThermodynamiGs
tiE 051'Design of Mechanical Elements and Systems

_ME 061 Basics of Combustion Processes
4 ME 062 Power and Propulsion

4

IE 063 Fire and Hazards andsPollufion

*Descriptions of all the courses ingthe taco series are found in
Appendix H.

Subsequently, eight courses in electrical engineering were developed
to serve both degree and continuing education purposes.

These courses are
,

also more design.than theory oriented apd the material is arranged so that,
minimal prerequisites or follow on courlses are needed.
,

ODIDUTERpONTROL OF INDUSfRIAL PROCESSES
RADAR SYSTEM DESIGN

ti
et-Edi ENEitY SOURCES AND TECHNOLOGY

TELEVISION SYSTEMS
INTEGRATED CIRCUIT TECHNOLOGY

ENERGY CONVERthON DEVICES
SONAR SIG 4I PROCF.SSLNG
fe

APPLIED DinNTERING ANALYSIS

-

- 28

The courses are:

more complete brochure describing these courses is included as Appendix

I

Many of these courses are now offered regularly oyer the television network.

/"a'
The mainstay of the television network is the complement of regular
semester -Tong University, courses broadcast primarily for the benefit of

part-time graduate students in industry working twoards a degree, The use
of

he identical courses by auditors and non-degree students yields an

additional convenient and cost-effective contribution to continuing edu-

cation forindustryemployees.

From the beginning, it was realized that the instructional television
network was such a valuable resource that it should be used to deliver other
than technical University courses and seminars to industry clients. Towards
this end, a program of special non - credit courses was 'developed to serve

the continuing education needs of indUStry and aimed at a much broader
cross section of company persbnnel than the technical professional staff.

These courses are generally Short, to minimize the peisonal commitment
needed, and cover topic's on technology; business, management and personal
development.
40

The noon hour was chosen for.this Series of courses -- called the
4k,Noon -time Employee Development Program -- because this period is both

outside of working hour

and a tme when many employees ,would like

something productive to do on their own behalf.

Because the courses are generally between 6 to 20 hours in length,

and are transmitted over four channels, it is po'sible to schedule up
to 50'subjects a year during the single noon-time slot. Additional hours

could be devoted to the Employee Development Program before andimediately/
af.Ler the working day in_the'future.

The noontime program is popular and enrollments are steadily growing.
Course fees are modest and a wide

diversity of subjects ranging from

microcomputers to speed reading is offered. A representative schedule of
courses ,under---this-pmgram-is -providethas-Appendlx-C.

13
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For large companies with well developed training courses, the noontime
television program can complement: inhouse continuing education programs.

For small to medium sized companies thatmay not have separate training
staffs, the noontime program can actually serve as the inhouse training
program.. It is not only convenient but highly cost effective by enabling

costs to be distributed among many companies through the use of technology.

'

While many noontime courses are offered live,over the television net_

work, many are on videotape. These videotaped courses are obtained from
such sources as other educational institutions, industry and professional
societies. For example, videotaped courses from the following organizations
have been broadcast to Los Angeles industry over the USC instructional
television network: the Association for Continuing Education (ACE) at
Stanford, MIT, Colorado State Uniyersity, U. of Arizona, U. of Wisconsin-

Extension, Purdue, U. of Michigam U. of Minnesota, Southern Methodist,
ANCEE, Rochester Institute of Technology, Lawrence Livermore Laboratories,

,

Tetras Instruments Learning Center, Society for Manufacturing Engineering and

the Institute for Electrical and E1ectinic Engineers.
i(

44.

Use of the videotapes of other.univesities is often based on an arrangement whereby a percentage of the gross tuition collected is returned to the
101ier institution.

Broadcast videotaped courses are generally offered on a self-study basis
with study material sagplied to,remote students by the courier service. However, in some cases, a discussion leader or tutor'is provided over television
to supplement the taped lectures.

we

;

,.

4

p.
The Television Network, used in this manner, is, in effect, acting
as a distribution network, obtaining continuing education courses on
videotape from universities and other schools from around the country
and making them conveniently available to companies in the Los Angeles
area.

It is functioning like a regular television station that distributes

programs from national sources to the lotal community.
was the first university IT.E

The USC Network

system to function in this mode although

other schobls have become aware of the-JSC experience .and are now also
broadcasting videotapes.
In fact, some of the schools from which USC

.

originally obtained materials have begun to use USC-produced courses
in their own networks.

The next step in this analogy to regular television stations would,
of Course, be an interconnection of ITFS network, around the nation by
satellite or other "live" means,

This cooperative interchange of material has received a stimulus with-.
the recent dreaiion of'AMCEE (Associatibn for Media -Based Continuing

Education for Continuing Education for Engineers), is a consortium of
about 20 universities that uses television for tilt delivery o

t inuing

engineering education - some by physical delivery of tapes to'indust

and soMebY "live" 4161 systems.

The consortium promotes cooperation

among s hobls in the production, distribution and exchange of materials.
Among the AMCEE schools, USC it still the largest user of other

't

universi ies'courses in itebtroadcasts to its local industrial community.

(

-
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V.

USE OF THE TELEVISION NETWORK FOR wiIFICATION
OF MASTER'S DEGREE 'EQUIVALENCY IN ENGINEERING

As already mentioned, industry students can audit television courses
over the USC Network at costs far below the normal tuition for degree purposes.

It was proposed that the television network Might be used as a vehicle
for equivalency_ testing of Master's cee level preparation and proficiency.

Many working engineers have, through4on=the'-job experience, developed

Master's level proficiency.

It was proposed to allow industry employees

to register as television'auditors.in courses required for a Master's
degree in electrical engineering at USC:

auditors, they would simply

review,,.the material covered in the courses; they would not turn in

homework nor take examinations:

This (lbw cost) review would enable them

to become Aware of the scope of the
responsible.

erial for which they would,be

They would then be all ved to take the final examination in

each of the courses required in competition with regUlar students in the
class.

If they achieved at least the minimum average grade point average

over all courses required for

.

a Master's degree in Elective engineering,

they would be issued a certificate that certified that, even though they

did not have the degree, USC certified that they had equivalent knowledge

anetec,ical preparedness.

0

The employee could then use the certificate

to advance his or her professional standing.

The essence of the proposed experiment was to determine

extent
of interest of industryemployees in seeking equivalency status on this
basis and to explore the nature of the equiyalency statement needed to

adequately motivate a student td undertake the program:
The program was announced to all companies in the USC TV Network and
20 company employees expressed interest in the program.

Most were olpier

empl ees who had received a B.S, degree 'ome years earlier.and did not
/
go on
a Master's degree or who ,hadstarted graduate work but had not
persisted.' A few did not even have undergraduate degree.

f

4,
-

t.
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32,

.o

4

USC worked with the interested employees trying to motivate them to
audit all the required classes and to take the examinations.
employees started to audit classes.

Five of the

However, only one employee'persisted

to the end. -'his employee audited,8 courses Over television and, took the
required final examinations.

He was an experienced design engineer who

did not have a B.S. degree.

In his equivalency program, he received

3 A's, 5 B's which,.under normal circumstances, would have qualified
him for an M.S. in Electrical Engineering.

1

Despite the fact that only one'employee persitted, the project was
successful inlprinciple. The employee's original letter of intent, his

course grades and the Letter of Master's equivalendy issued to him by
the University are provided as Appendix J.
It is felt that the concept has merit and'should be pursued on a
larger scale by other university rTV,systems or by "open university"
types of programs.

)g
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TAPE PREVIEW PROGRAM

VI.

Despite the revolutionary impLt'of videotape technology, and-the
resultant proliferation of libraries of videotaped courses,. industry is
..

not using this approach to any significant degree for the continuing

.

education of Scientists and engineers. 40, despite their low cost,

1

.
.

!

many companies, particularly smaller organizations, do not even have
I'

.a videotape player.
.

t

.

Another reason for the thus far infrequent use of videotape courses

`has to do with their low visiilitgandrelative inconvenience.,Unlike
books, tapes are not easy to "brOwse"-,through and considerable motivation
and effort are required on the part of an industgy training director to

obtain preview tapes and to set them up for a showing to determine if,.
there is.sufficient interest to lease the full course.,For these reasons,
it was felt that an effective means was needed to develop industry aware-

ness of the growing libraries of available videotaped courses"that might
fill their continuing eduction needs. As part of this effort, the USC
ITFS broadcast network was used to preview the first lecture -of video-

taped courses obtained from various sources from around, the country.
These previews were broadcagt at specific Yours in accordance with an
advLice schedule so that company training officers or interested
technical personnel would be able to conveniently determine if a par-

4

ticular course fills a company need.

The companies were -told that if, after viewing a preview,

they were

interested in a course for-inhouse use, USC would put them in touch with

the supplier so that they might be able to lease it directly. On th6
other hand, they were' tgld that if a sufficient number of companies in-

the ITFS network were interested

a course, an. effort would be made to

obtain the course and broadcast it over the ITFS system on an individual
Enrollment basis.

The followingtypicil"notice accompanied announcements of tape previews:
1

4,

a

440

6

To:

Company Training Staffs
."The 'next series of previews of videotaped and film courses

e,

for continuing education will be held in_accordance with the
schedule below. This program, supported by a grant, from the'Na,

tional Science Foundation,, aims to increase4inqustry awareness

6f the growing libraries of continuing eddcation instructional
materials available from universities, professional societies
'\gfid industry sources. This particular series will preview court

from the Open University Educational Media, Inc..Company training
personnel and interested technical staff
these films.

are invited to preview

The "previews" vary in length from 30-60 minutes.

The films may be viewed at participating mnpany television clas
rooms or at the USC Regional Classrooms. at the locations list
_J 'below. In the latter case, a call should be made to the TV Program
Office (743 - 7663). If a sufficient number of companies are interested

in a co&se, it may be scheduled for a later date. The TV Program
Office will also assist any company'in directly leasing' courses
which i_t_might like to have.'l

.

.9.

A typical announcement is included as Appendix K, and a letter of interest
from a commercial supplier is Appendix L.

A number of suppliers -- educational, industrial and commercial -- were
contacted and offered the opportunity to' preview their courses to companies
in the, USC Instructional'TelevisionsNetwork at no cost for7the specific pur) pose of'promoting leases

or sales 6f their material. The Offer was also
in the "CES Newsletter" of the American

-made publicly by means of news it

Scciety.for Engineering Education, the C. S. TepIerV4brIshing comp any's
2,

"Videoplay Report", and The Catalog".

A number of expressions of interest were elicited from universities

and carmercial oruizations. Interestingly, however, despite the fact
that the offer constituted free publicity, for potential sales, it was
very difficult to get definite carmitments from such commercial tape
a-

distribution organizations as McGraw Hill, Deltak and Advanced Syst

.

411

.

Only

Advanced Systems finally opted to preview same of their tapes. The probrem

with the commercial organizations wears to be a fear of having their mabroadcaSt to an unaccountable audience. They were concerned with
-

19

-

copyright problems and pirating, even thouthough only. a short preview of the en-,

411

Lire course was involved.oweVer, a number bf universities and commercial
groups did offer courses for preview.-

The following previews were presented over the ITFS system during the
course of the grant. Grant. funds were used to lease the preview rivteriai

and to support the airtime Used to broadcast; the material.'

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN

.

Introduction to Materials Science
Tragical Thought and Logic Circuits
Introduction to Numerical Control 4
.
.
Digital Technology

TEXAS INSMUMENTS
Basic Electricity 40, DC Circuits
Microprocessors
Linear Interface IC's
MOS IC's
SemiConductor Memories
.,a

OPEN UNIVERSITY (GREAT BRITAIN)
Enzymes In Industry
Thermal Analysis
Bart 3-Systems Intei*tions
Thermodynamics
Heart of Computers
Role Playing.

COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
Microprocessor Technology and Applidations
Designing with the 6800

.

DALLAS COUNTY COMMUNITY CCLLEOE
It's Everybody's Business
An Intro. to Business in the U. S.
Writing for a Reason -Basic Writing Skills_
Earth, Sea,and Sky-Iliro. to Earth Scien64°

LAWRENCE LIVERMORE LAI3ORATORIESio

Intro. to COBOL & Business Programming
Probability Theory & Monte Carlo Techniques
Mechanical Testing of- Material
High Strain Rate/Shock Behavior of Materials
-

20

-

a.

CENTERFOR ADVANCED EDUCATION
MASSACHUSETTES INSTITUTE OF TECHtIOLOGY

1111...

Mechanics of Polymqr Ppocessing
Fundamentals of Polymer Melt Mechanics
Application to Polymer Processing
The Preface to Calculus
Differential Equations
Linear Algebra
0
Surface Chemistry
Electrokinetics &Membrane Phenomena
-Compiler Languages
MacroecOnomics
Microeconomics
Intro. to Experimentation

ASSOCIATION FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION
(Associated with Stanford University)
Microwave Tubes and Solid State Devices
Introduction to Chemical' Engineering I
Noise Control Engineering
Refinery Combustion Systems
Introduction to Petroleum Refinery Processes

40,

ADVANCED SYSTEMS INC. (Commercial Tape Supplier)
111

tEffective Interviewing
Finance for Non-Financial Managers: Profitability & Cash Flow
A Advance§rODBOL: Processing NonSequential Files
MVS (Multiple Virtual Storage) Concepts and Facilities
Production and Inventory Control in the Computer Age
Power Negotiations

The impact of the tape preview program is difficult to assess and
document. Its purpose was not to accumulate a large body of data that
would show a relationShip between the viewing of previews and subsequent
leasing of entire courses. Rather, the intent was to determine whether
there was significant interest in this type of service so that if it were

extrapolated to a much large4scale distribution system than a single
university's,ITieS network (e. g. to a satellite syStem), it would be'a

practical and viable way of disseminating information about videotaped,
courses to potential users.

Because theUSC network deos not have a way of monitoring Viewers,
except for attend nce at courses and events for which a fee is charged,

23.
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it is not known how many people in the companies in the network actually
.

viewed t40 previews, However, it i§ known that sane training people and
engineers did watch previews because of actions they subsequently undert Oqk

A few examples are presented:

1) As a consequence of interest on

the part of two companies in the

preview of the University of Wisonsin's course on "Numerical Controls",

the entire course was leased by USC and broadcast over the televisionnetwork.

Ghtheotherhand,anotherviewerofthe_review from a third compy
an
vij

6

wrote an internal company memo saying that the course was superficial and
offered only a speaking knowledge of the subject.

2) After viewing the preview of MIT's course on "Surface Chemistr

,

the training director of one company wrote a men 0 to several of his tee'nhi

people indicating that it might help them considerably in their work. CSC
k

leased this course for broadcast.

.

3) Nine people.from onecompany went to the Woodland Hills Regional
Classroom ,to view the preview of the British Open University's ,Course on

"Role Playing", it is believed-that the company' subsequently leased the
course on its own.'
S

These typical events. tokether with others, indicate that the oreviewS;
.

JA

.

do fulfill a useful function. However, potential impact of t4e approach

in terms of reaching large numbers of interested persons will be influenced
by the following considerations:
-

-

1) Growth of Leased Videotapes for Company Continuing Education
Ih a sense, this experiment was perhaps'tWo to three years
)

ahead of its time. Industry is just now beginning tc adopt use of
video aped instruction for the continuing education of engineers.
AlICEi

the Association for Media-Based Continuing Education for

Engineers, in starting nationwide merchandising of videotaped
courses just a few years ago discovered that few companies are yet
accustomed to this approach to continuing education. AMCEE's pubf

.

lfcity and promotional efforts are, in fact, beginning to alter
this situation.

When more, companies begin to look at videotaped courses as a

cost-effective way-to keep engineering staffs attuned to rapidly

-

Qa
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changing technologies, interest in efficient and convenient ways of

411

previewing courses will grow.

2) Growing Interest by Vendors in "Distributed' Previewing
As sales of such tapes begins to plow, and-with it compe-

tition, vendors will be more and more interested in seeking this
form of publicity outlet for their courses.
3) Expansion of Previewing Concept tc Larger Distribution'Retworks

The power and efficiency of this technique will depend on
the size of the distribution network. If regional ITFS or microwave educational networks are someday linked by satellite so that
the viewer base is enlarged, "distributed" previewing will become
an even more useful concept. In fact,,AMCEE, in a recent proposal

'to HEW-for-such a satellite'sytem, suggested the previewing
concept tested Undbr this grant as one of the important-services
that could be offered.

4
-
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4 VISITATION'S

wVII

(

COMPANIES TO PROMOTE USE OF VIDEOTAPES FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION

As earlier stated, industry is generally still not accustomed to using
television, either through, broadcast or videotape, for continuing education of
engineers.

This was certainly true when this project was originally proposed

although the situation has since improved to some degree.

As'already discussed, one phase of'this project has involved the direct
broadcast of courses via ITFS to industry.

Another phase involved the previewing

ofideotaped courses over the ITFS network to increase the awareness of

any

ir

,

training offiders of the wide variety of excellent materials becoming available
on videotape.

Still another phase of this "awareness.generating" process,

to be discussed in this section' involved,visitations by a USC representative
to companies to probate the use of videotapes.

The companies chosen were

Also, most were located in the viciaity of the

generally 'small to medium sized.

regional television classrooms in an atteapt.to make them more diversified'
industrial park learning centers.

It was presumed that the small to medium sized,companies had probably
never before leased a videotaped course or, for that matter, thay they did not
es.zen own a videotape player) even though the price of these most useful devices.
4

was falling rapidly.
#

.

The USC representative chosen for the. visitations was a staff metber of

the College of Continuing Education who had previously been a training officer
at an aerospace company.

Thus, he had a good .feeling for the needs and problersk,

of the types of qpmpanieS tobe visited.

He worked part-time on therojeCt.

He quickly confirmed the suspicion that most of the companies he visited

did indeed dot own a tape player and had never before used videotapes for
continuing 'education.

Several videotape players were therefore purchased

9

under this grant so that theUSC representative could demonstrate sanple tapes

when he visited the companies. In some cases, the'videotape player would be
e .1

loaned to a dbmpany,for_a week or two together with representative tapes so
,

.

that the worki.ng engineers Gould watch the courses and express their opinions
to management about their usefulness.
Iiifl 4,

.4.
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,
.
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'Dui.* 1977 and 1978, taUSC representative visited 40 companies to
inform theft that previews of videotaped courses were being broadcast to the

regional television classroom in their vicinity.

He also tried to evaluate

'their Interest in possrbly--leasing videotaped courses from USC or other

organizations that USC represented.

He often leftk videotape player and_

.

so* tapes .with the person in charge-of training'.
For each company visited, an assessment form was ccapleted that documented
the company's previous experience with videotapes and an estimate.of prospects
for future use.

The list of companies visited and a few of the assessment forms

are included as Appendix M and Appendix N -respectively.
The visitation process served a useful purpose.
as had7Been expected.

It did increase awareness-

In some cases,-cOmpaniesi bad had p?eviousexperience

with videotapes and expressed interest in previewing. some of the materials
we had.

Les,

II
I

the company had never used befo

vedeotaped materials

f

- but was interested in experimenting with them.

In a few cases, the company

had no interest whatsoever; these were generally-very small companies with
no one in Charge of training.

In one case, the company training person had

i been trying td get fols from management for a videotape player but was not
tdcceeding.

A loan player was left with him which he used to run a videotaped

course leased from USC.

The experience was so poSitive that management did
1.4

provide the.budgee for a tape, player.

About the same titre that this phase.of the project was being initiated,

the Association for Media-Based Continuing Education for :ngineers (AM(FE) was
-

bezinning.its Promotional activity to convince more compaaies to consider
using videotaped-courses for continuing education.

That effOrt, coupled with

parallel qfforts by commercial vendors of such materials, has succeeded in
increasi ng the penetration of videotaped courses in American industry.
USC piloje6t, small and do a localized scale, was also successful.

The

USC today,

leases a number of its -courses as well as those of other universities t

local

industry as weli as companies'throughoUt the country., USG is third in 'sales"
amongst they 21 MCEE-sch6Ols.
A
.7;

I
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VIII. DEVELOPMENT,OF EVALUATION CRITERIA FOR VIDEOTAPED COURSES

4)
cause there is a rapidly growing number.of videotaped courses
becoming available, sane means is needed to.evaluate both the peda1

gogical and technical quality of the videotaped material. As already
mentioned, the very nature of videotaped courses makes them inconvenient and coetly,in time to procure and to evaluate`

Since one phase of this project has involved obtainj_ni videotaped

courses from, other sources from around the country,and broadcasting

.

them to employees of companies in the'USC Television.Network, it was felt
that if reactions could be obtained from. these viewers about the effect-

iveness of these courses, this information would be useful to other
potential users of the

material. In fact, it was postulated that such

a project might lead the way to a national service that would publicize
-

user reactions to the large number of videotaped continuing education
courses now becoming available nationally through the efforts of AMCEE
and other "distributors"

Such a service would be analogous(io the

movie itatings published by Consumer:Reports.

Towards this end, a questionnaire was developed that could be usEd
,

.

every time the USC",Television Network leased a course frok,osay, another

university and-broadcast it for continuing education purposes. This
questionnaire would be sent, tO all viewers in.the companies in the use

Television Network and results would be tabulated. The results would then
ioe made available to any other compdny or organiza tion that might'be

,interested in 'leasing the same course.
...

The questionnaireds provided in Appendix 1). It asks that
coursekbe rated on the basis of such criteria as relevanCev achievement

of objective's, effectiveness of the presentation, effeAivenessforip
on a self study basis .(since the courses are on tape with no livej.n 41*

structor) and other significant parameters.

(

Appendix T preseuts the integrated results of ratings of a

" .
group of courses obtained from such organizations as Colorado State
iversity, 'AMCEE, University 'of Michigan, SMU, Rochester Institute

r--14-2-941

of Technology, ACE-Stanford,O.amirende Livermore Laboratory, SAN, MIT,
Texas Instruments and many other univ'ersitiesandorganizations.
The
number of enrollees and number of respondents are indicated as well

as an overall rating.
It is difficult to evaluate the success.of this effort.
Although an attempt was made to inform other users that such

information was available, only a few requests for the information
were received. The project requires
a larger scale effort to improve
its visibility coupled with the efforts of various largdtape
leasing
organizations.

An inquiry was made to NSF at some point during the effort as
to whether it would be interested in a separate larger proposal
to

establish such a project on a national scale.

The answer was that
NSF felt that it would be too controversial for it to become
involved
in supporting judgemental studies of the videocourse products of

universities and commercial organizations.

Of

.

Nevertheless, it is felt that sane means for evaluation of
videotaped courses is needed.

Recent AMCEE experience indicates

occasional deep disappointment of the part of companies that have
leased university courses on videotape. Some means must be found
to forewarn the customer and assessing audience reaction, in
a well
organized and careful effort is probably the only meanilgful way.

9
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IX.

DISSEMINATION OF RESULTS

Progress under this grant has been widely bommunicated to other
universities interestec6in the use of television for the delivery o f.
both degree- oriented and continuing education.

Dissemination has

occurred by two major vehicles:

1.

Newsletter
A newsletter report was developed that described

the major innovations pit into practice unc-,%r auspices of
this grant.

These included:

the concept of industrial park

television classrooms open to employees of any company in
the area; the development of special television programs
for continuing education; the concept of the tape preview
broadcast program; the idea of lending video 'tape players
ana-tapes to companies to increase their awarenes,s of the

availability and effectiveness of videotaped courses for
continuing education of'company'employees; the idea of using. '

an ITS system as a local network forthe distribution of
continuing educatiOn materials from universities and other
sources around the country; and the development of evaluation'
criteria for continuing education videotaped courses and
sharing the results with interested users outside the university.

-

the' newslettff report is enclosed as Appendix Q.

It was mailed'tp approximately 3000 people in universities

uld'industry;that it was lelt.would be interested in
television apptpaCheS to continuing education.
a

2.

AMCEE

//

Since USC is ajounding member of AMCEE, the Association
for Media Based Continuing Education for Engineers, this
organization also provided a fiery effective forum for

dissemination of ideas generated under this gra4t.
RZSults were therefore easily communicated to the 20

universities that are members of AMdEE

Some of the.

concepts have, in fact, been adopted by Some of the other
schools., For example, ACE at. Stanford has since established
ari industrial park classroom and'many of the schools

as -44

subsequently followed USC's lead in broadcasting other school's

videotaped courses overtheir ITFS networks.

In fact,

/

reciprocal relations have developed in which sdhools are
using each other tapes. Also, as already mentioned, AMCEE
has proposed the previewing of videotaped courses over future
satellite distribution systems.
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